Experimental investigation of metallic pyramidal sandwich panels with truss core in the cases of different extent and location of unbound nodes damages are conducted and a baseline-free damage identification method based on flexible matrix, gapped smoothing method and Teager energy operator is used. The influences of sensor density and Teager energy operator on the damage identification are also discussed. Moreover, a 0-1 unbound nodes identification method is also proposed to capture the shape and size of the unbound nodes damage zone. The results show that the proposed baseline-free method could identify the unbound nodes damage of metallic sandwich panels with truss core effectively. Increasing sensor density is beneficial for damage identification, and there is a critical sensor density for the identification of unbound nodes damage. Teager energy operator plays a very important role in suppressing fluctuations and singularities caused by non-damage factors, such as boundary condition, noise and shaker. The identified damage zone obtained by the 0-1 method is in accordance with the actual damage zone.
Introduction
As a class of newly developed structures, sandwich structures consisting of two thin face sheets and a lightweight core [1] [2] [3] have many superior properties, including high specific bending stiffness, light weight, good thermal insulation and acoustical isolation [4] [5] [6] [7] , and are considered as very promising candidates to be applied in the thermal protection systems (TPS) of high-speed aircrafts. Among them, sandwich panels with truss core (SPTCs) are recently proposed and fabricated [3, 8] . However, due to the immaturity of fabrication technology and high temperature service environment [9, 10] , defects and damages may occur in SPTCs, such as unbound truss nodes to the face sheet, buckling of the panels [11, 12] , burnthough of face sheets and breakage of truss member and so on. The defects or damages may alter mechanical properties of SPTCs, such as dynamic properties (natural frequencies and modes) [13] , the stiffness and strength [14] , and the load capacity [15] . Unbound node is the most commonly found defect during fabrication of SPTCs, especially when the total number of nodes is large. For the truss core fabrication method like punching of the perforated metal sheet, it is difficult to guarantee every node perfectly bonded to the face sheets.
Russell and Hilary [16] proposed that it is necessary to quantify the SPTCs' sensitivity to imperfections before they can be implemented as structural components in the field. They investigated the retention of stiffness and load capacity in the presence of unbound nodes. Results show that pyramidal truss core sandwich structures are robust under compressive load. But the imperfections would cause rapid degradation of core shear properties. Evans et al. [8] and Wadley et al. [3] also studied the effect of defects on the mechanical properties of cellular metal sandwich structures. Wallach and Gibson [14] investigated the influence of randomly removing members of a three-dimensional truss material on the Young's modulus and compressive strength.
Meanwhile, works on the effect of damages and defects on the dynamic properties of sandwich structures are also carried out. The effect of delamination on free vibration of composite sandwich beams is investigated theoretically by Hu and Hwu [17] . Kim and Hwang [18] that the flexural stiffness and natural frequency would decrease as the debonding emerges or the extent of debonding increases. Sokolinsky et al. [19] analysed the free vibration of sandwich beam with a locally damaged core by the higher-order theory approach, and results showed that a small local damage would cause significant changes in the natural frequencies and corresponding vibration modes. Burlayenko and Sadowski [20] studied the effect of skin/core debonding on free vibration behavior of foam and honeycomb cored sandwich plates, and the influences of debonding size, location and type on the modal parameters with different boundary conditions were also investigated. Buket and Srinivasa [21] discussed the influence of curvature and face/-core debond on the vibration behavior of curved composite sandwich beams. Results indicated that face/core debonding would cause the reduction of the natural frequencies. Lou et al. [22] also investigated the effect of damage extent, damage location, damage form and boundary conditions on the vibration characteristics of composite pyramidal truss core sandwich structures by numerical simulation.
Based on the variations of mechanical properties of sandwich panels caused by damages and defects, some damage identification methods have been developed for sandwich structures. For fiberreinforced polymer (FRP) honeycomb sandwich beams, Lestari and Qiao [23] used the changes of the curvature mode shapes before and after damage to identify the structural damages. Hu et al. [24] used strain energy calculated by the differential quadrature method to detect surface cracks of various composite laminates. For composite sandwich beam, Kumar et al. [25] presented that the modal strain energies before and after damage can be used to identify both damage location and damage extent. Zhu et al. [26] proposed a non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method based on frequency response function (FRF) measured at one point, and the damage parameters were inversed by simple genetic algorithm. The experimental results demonstrated the method can inverse the damage location and size with acceptable precision. Based on wavelet transform, Andrzej [27] presented a novel approach of two-step damage detection for composite sandwich structures with honeycomb-core. Tian et al. [28] used Uniform Load Surface (ULS) curvature to detect the delamination defects of the lattice sandwich plate. Based on ULS, Li et al. [29] proposed a baselinefree NDE method to determine the debonding of truss bar in composite SPTCs.
In the previous work, much effort has been devoted to explore effective damage identification methods for composite SPTCs. However, little research has been undertaken into damage detection of metallic SPTCs, which is considered as a most promising TPS structure. Due to the immaturity of manufacturing technique, defects may arise and the form of unbound nodes between the core and face sheets is a most typical flaw, which would be enlarged quickly under cyclic loading. Comparing with damages like truss core missing and burn-though of face sheets, unbound nodes are usually invisible and the variation of structural dynamic property caused by this defect is usually much smaller than other damage styles.
In the study, a baseline-free NDE method is used for unbound nodes identification of metallic SPTCs, and experiments of metallic pyramidal SPTCs in the case of different unbound nodes damages are carried out. The fabrication of specimens with unbound nodes is introduced in Section 2. The experimental system and process are illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the proposed damage identification method. In Section 5, the experimental validation results are presented and the influences of sensor density and Teager energy operator on damage identification are discussed. Besides, a 0-1 unbound nodes identification method is presented to identify the size of unbound nodes zone. In Section 6, some conclusions are obtained.
Specimens preparation

Fabrication of specimens
Up to now, the fabrication of a sandwich panel with truss core is still in the laboratory-level stage. In the present work, the metallic pyramidal truss cores with a relative density q of about 3% are fabricated from 0.7 mm perforated stainless steel sheet by folding technique. Fig. 1 illustrates the punching operation to fold the perforated sheet into pyramidal truss cores, by using a punch-and-die pair of 60°angle. The punch-and-die pair is designed with a 3 mm terrace to obtain flat areas at nodal regions, in order to avoid node fracture and enlarge the joint area between truss cores and face sheets. The brazing technique, which leaves no flaw on the face sheets, is utilized to join the truss core with face sheets. The dimension of the face sheet is 250 mm Â 250 mm Â 0.9 mm. The shape of the cross section of truss bar is square and the unit cell of pyramidal truss is shown in Fig. 2 , where h c = 7 mm, t c = 0.7 mm, L 1 = 15.9 mm, L 2 = 9.18 mm.
Specimens with unbound nodes
In the study, the prefabricated unbound nodes damage is achieved by spreading protective coating on the joint area of the truss core in the predetermined damage zone before brazing, and the diagrammatic sketches is shown in Fig. 3(a) , and the example of fabricated damaged specimen is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Damages in the case of different locations and sizes are considered. Specimens with damage at the edge are named ED, including ED3 Â 2, ED5 Â 3 and ED7 Â 4, where x Â y represents the damage size, x and y are the numbers of unbound cells in the row and column respectively. Specimens with damage at the structural center are named CD, including CD3 Â 2, CD5 Â 3, CD7 Â 4, CD9 Â 5 and CD11 Â 6. The 8 damaged specimens are as shown in Fig. 4 , and the red rectangle represents the damage zone for unbound nodes.
Experimental setup and modal analysis
The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 5 . The specimens of metallic SPTC with prefabricated damages are excited by a shaker (JZK-50) and two edges of the specimens are clamped. The excitation signal is generated by the control system of a laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec, PSV-400) and amplified by a power amplifier (YE5874A) before input to the shaker. The frequency bandwidth of the excitation signal was set in the range of 0-2.5 kHz with the resolution of 1 Hz.
The structural vibration response is measured by the laser Doppler vibrometer. The measuring points are focused on the front sur- face of the face sheet, and the excitation is on the other side of the face sheet. Distribution of measuring points of ED5 Â 3 specimen is shown in Fig. 6 . The frequency response function (FRF) is calculated based on the acquired excitation and structural response signal and the structural modal information could be obtained, including natural frequencies and modes. In order to obtain modal information of good quality, the FRF for each scanning point was averaged three times.
Damage identification method
In our previous work, a baseline-free damage identification method is proposed for truss core missing of metallic SPTCs [30] .
In the present work, the method is improved to identify the unbound nodes damage of metallic SPTCs, as well as the size and location of the unbound nodes. The details are as below.
The contribution of kth order mode for the flexibility matrix can be expressed as
where x k and U k are the kth order of natural frequency and mass normalized mode respectively.
Then the kth component MDC k of modal deflection of all DOFs under uniform unit load all over the structure can be deduced
where I is {1,. . .. . .,1} 1⁄n T , and n is the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs). It is found that MDC k only relates with the kth order mode and is linear to x k À2 .
Then gapped smoothing method (GSM) is used to identify SPTCs' damages without baseline [31, 32] . Eight neighboring points around point (x i , y j ) are selected to fit the MDC k value of point (x i , y j ) (Fig. 7) and the estimated MDC k (x i , y j ) 0 could be expressed as
where a 0 to a 7 are the eight fitting coefficients of point (x i , y j ) for the kth component MDC k , expressed as A(x i , y j ) k = {a 0 , a 1 , , , , , a 6 , a 7 } 1Â8 T , and they could be deduced as
where MDC(x i , y j ) K is the MDC value of the eight points around point (x i , y j ) for the kth component, and is expressed as {MDC k (x iÀ1 , y jÀ1 ),
The coefficient matrix C(x i , y j ) is expressed as 
Because coefficient matrix C(x i , y j ) is independent of x k À2 and
. Based on the real value MDC k (x i , y j ) and the estimated value MDC k (x i , y j ) 0 , the differential value Z k of point (x i , y j ) can be deduced
where E and F are the number of columns and rows of the measuring points. Since both MDC k (x i , y j ) and MDC k (x i , y j ) 0 are linear to x k
À2
, Z k is independent of natural frequency x k and only related to the kth order mode shape. As we know, influences of different damages on different order modes are quite divergent. The diversity of sensitiveness is especially obvious for specimens with multiple damages. Therefore, to identify various damages, the index DI m is defined, 
a k m could determine the weights of low order modes and high order modes in DI m , and m is an integer. When m is less than 0, the weight of low order modes in DI m is higher than high order modes. When m is equal with 0, the weight of low order modes in DI m is equal to high order modes. When m is larger than 0, the weight of low order modes in DI m is smaller than high order modes. To suppress the fluctuations and singularities caused by nondamage factors (boundary conditions, noise, shaker, etc.), TEO is used to process the index DI m , then the damage index DI m ⁄ can be obtained. The damage index DI m ⁄ for spatial sampling points can be expressed as Eq. (9), which is used to identify unbound nodes damages of metallic SPTCs. 
Experimental results and discussion
In the work, damage index DI 0 ⁄ are used to identify damages of the specimens. Since the eight specimens used in the study have only one damage location.
Experimental results
Based on the proposed method, DI 0 ⁄ results of the eight damaged specimens are shown in Fig. 8 . From Fig. 8(a)-(c) , it is seen that all the unbound nodes at structural edge could be identified. It is also observed that the influence of the peak caused by the shaker on damage identification becomes invisible as the extent of the unbound nodes damage increases.
However, in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , there is also a peak around the location of the shaker, as the black arrow pointed. This is because the shaker could cause the additional mass and local disturbance, and this disturbance can be observed when the size of actual damage is small. To differentiate the peak caused by the shaker with the peak caused by the real structural damages, performing an additional test in which the shaker is changed to another location may be a good solution. In the additional test, if there is no peak at the prior shaker location, it demonstrates that there is the only damage at the structural edge. DI 0 ⁄ results of specimens with the unbound nodes damage in the structural center are shown in Fig. 8(d)-(h) . It is found that all different extent damages in the structural center could be identified by DI 0 ⁄ . Comparing DI 0 ⁄ results of Fig. 8(a) and (d), (b) and (e), it is seen that it is more difficult to identify damage at edge than damage in structural center. This is because the location of the shaker is near the structural center, and it is easier to excite local vibration modes at damage zone in the center. From Fig. 8(a) -(c) and (d)-(h), it is observed that the singularity zone of DI 0 ⁄ results increases as the size of the actual unbound nodes zone increases. It is indicated that the proposed damage index DI 0 ⁄ could reflect the size of the unbound nodes damage.
Therefore an unbound nodes size identification method based on index DI m ⁄ is developed and will be discussed in Section 5.4.
Effect of sensor density
The influence of sensor density on the unbound nodes detection accuracy is discussed in this section. Different sensor density, i.e., 31 Â 37, 21 Â 25 and 11 Â 15 measuring points are conducted to detect the unbound nodes of the CD3 Â 2 specimen, and the sensor distributions in the case of different density are shown in Fig. 9(a) -(c). It is seen that there are 25, 9 and 1 measuring points distributed in the unbound nodes zone respectively for the case of sensor density 31 Â 37, 21 Â 25, 11 Â 15.
DI 0 ⁄ results in the case of different sensor density are shown in Fig. 9(d)-(f) . It is found that the unbound nodes damage could be localized accurately when the measurement point is more than 21 Â 25. When the sensor density decreases to 11 Â 15, the unbound nodes damage is influenced greatly by the fluctuation caused by boundary condition and noise (as the red circle shown in Fig. 9(f) ) and could not be located accurately. Comparing DI 0 ⁄ results in the case of different sensor density, it is found that the unbound nodes damage can be identified more accurately as the number of measuring points in the damage zone increases. According to the distribution of measuring points of CD3 Â 2 specimen, it is indicated that at least more than two measuring points should be arranged along one periodic length in order to obtain a good damage detection result.
Effect of TEO
To evaluate the effect of TEO on unbound nodes damage identification, DI 0 results of specimens with same size damages (ED3 Â 2, ED5 Â 3, CD3 Â 2, CD5 Â 3) are supplied, as shown in Fig. 10 . According to DI 0 results in Fig. 10(a)-(b) , it is observed that there are some fluctuations caused by the shaker (the red rectangle zone) and boundary conditions (the black arrow pointing), which influence the actual damage identification greatly. However, according to DI 0 ⁄ results shown in Fig. 8 tions and singularities of trend caused by non-damage factors in the experiments.
Determining the size of unbound nodes zone
For unbound nodes damage, there is no damage extent problem in the damage zone, i.e. the damage extent is same in the unbound nodes damage zone. Therefore, more attention should be paid to identify the shape or size of the unbound nodes zone, and determining the size of unbound nodes zone can be treated as a 0-1 damage problem. Up to now, most proposed damage identification method focused on the detection of damage location, and little attention has been paid on the identification of damage shape or size. In the work, a 0-1 unbound nodes identification method is proposed to identify the boundary or size of the unbound nodes damage zone roughly. The method includes two steps:
Firstly, the damage index DI m ⁄ is integrated in the grid field of point (x i , y j ) and the obtained total DI m ⁄ value of point (x i , y j ) could be expressed as
where x 1 and x 2 are the beginning and ending x coordinate of the grid field of point (x i , y j ), and y 1 and y 2 are the beginning and ending y coordinate of the grid field of point (x i , y j ). Secondly, the 0-1 figure is obtained according to the 0-1 evaluation criterion (Eqs. (11) and (12)). As we know, in the practical measurement, errors exist in the measuring results due to the noise, measurement error and so on. Normally, 5% is considered as the error limit. Therefore, if V DI (12)), the point is treated as in an intact zone, and value of point (x i , y j ) is set 0 in the 0-1 figure. After the calculation throughout the panel, the 0-1 damage figures of specimens could be obtained and the size of unbound nodes zone could be identified.
Based on the proposed method, the integral results V DI Ã 0 of specimen CD5 Â 3, CD7 Â 4 and ED7 Â 4 are as shown in Fig. 11(a), (c) and (e). By processing V DI Ã 0 with the 0-1 criterion, the 0-1 unbound nodes figures of the three specimens are obtained, as shown in Fig. 11(b) , (d) and (f). The blue field is non-damaged zone (NDZ) and the red field is the identified unbound nodes zone (IUNZ), and the yellow line is the boundary of prefabricated unbound nodes zone (PUNZ). It is observed from Fig. 11 that the location and size of the obtained unbound nodes zone could be in accordance with the actual damage zone basically. Because the distribution of measuring points is not cover all the unbound nodes zone for ED7 Â 4 (like Fig. 6 shown) , the identified damage zone of ED7 Â 4 is smaller than CD7 Â 4. Generally, the 0-1 figure obtained by the 0-1 unbound nodes identification method could reflect the unbound nodes damage distinctly. However, the precision of the method need to be improved in the spatial domain.
Conclusions
In the paper, a baseline-free damage identification method is proposed to identify unbound nodes damage of metallic SPTCs. Experimental validations of various unbound nodes cases are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Based on the results, some conclusions could be obtained:
The proposed damage index DI m ⁄ could detect unbound nodes damage effectively and the index could also reflect the size or extent of damages. Increasing sensor density is beneficial to local unbound nodes damage identification and there is a critical sensor density for the damage identification.
By comparing DI m and DI m ⁄ results, it is found that TEO could effectively suppress fluctuations and singularities caused by nondamage factors, such as boundary conditions, noise and shaker and so on. The proposed 0-1 unbound nodes identification method could be used to identify the size of unbound nodes damage zone, and the obtained 0-1 figure could reflect the unbound nodes damage distinctly. However, more efforts should be made to improve the spatial precision.
It is worth mentioning that structural geometric parameters of SPTCs, including thickness of face sheets, height of truss core, etc., would have effects on the damage identification result by the proposed method. For example, when the height of core part is constant, the influence of unbound nodes damage on dynamic properties of SPTCs would decrease as the thickness of face sheets increase. To investigate the influence of geometric parameters on damage identification, further works need to be carried out.
